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INTRODUCTION

	Ok Chummer, you've been listening		 
and now you're curious just whom I'm talking 
about.  What the buzz, here is the inside 
skinny on the team.
                                    
	First, there's Dry Flame (he goes by Dry 
most of the time).  On a run he wears either 
a typical armored chem suit or what looks like 
a bulked up but washed out reddish business suit 
with a full face wrap-around mask -- looks sort 
of like a thickly knitted black tube covering from 
his chin to above his eyebrows. [It is really a 
set of Dwartec goggles in one of their patent 
pending custom disguise modes.]                    
                                    
	Dry is a physical initiate with an affection 
for flexible weapons.  He is tightly paired up with 
Dew, our magic cover on runs.  On runs both of them 
sport red hair with lots of gray in it.

	Guess I've gotten on to Dew.  Fiery Dew -- if you can believe that handle.  On a run she is 
a bundle of neon colored wet look bubble clothing.  Cut that grin chummer, she wears the stuff that 
looks like (and is) an inflated chem suit -- not bath bubbles.  Can't really tell if she's male or female, 
fat or thin in that stuff.  She tones the color control down to grays and blacks for stealth and Mr. 
Johnson types, brightens it up in action.

	Heh, its a look -- and no, she started it, even if a number of wannabes have copied it.  Got 
to admit, when she cuts loose with a hellblast in that outfit it really fits.  Off a run and at home or 
the mall you wouldn't recognize her -- just one more corp secretary with glasses and a datapack 
barrette in her hair, typical gauze-lite bandana for when the air is bad.  Its impossible not to notice 
her and impossible not to overlook her if you know what I mean.

	Speaking of wannabes and copies, Wire Dancer our decker is the next.  I've met or seen at 
least a city bus load of characters handled Dancers of one sort of another.  Wire seems to like it that 
way.  She is all gray and quiet down inside that custom coat.  You'd think she is a bit fat and a lot 
larger but that look is all armor and hide-outs.  The kid is wired to the max in her own way, but 
quietly, very quietly.  Never met such a well balanced chip head before.

	And I'm not a chip head, just a little into skills here and there.  Used to work security before 
I got free and I'm never going back.  I'm Rust.  That's me above without my hat & duster.  The 
rusting metallic look is a nice bit of hologram work isn't it?  Distorts my IR signature and voice and 
keeps my real face my own property -- just as I like it.  I watch over those do-gooders I'm teamed up 
with and watch for the bottom line.

	And I try to keep a look-out for Stump, a Dwarven tech we pulled out of Aztechnology on 
a "free" extraction.  Poor kid had a kidnap attempt on his family, disguised as an extraction.  They were all killed by the Aztech R&R team with an order sent out to terminate him as soon as his 
current run was over.  Heck of a deal, the corp fails to keep his fam safe and then goes to geek him 
after they screw up.  He hangs works a rotating deal between the Medford panzerstop and parts 
north, doing ride-along checks.  We're his family now and I've kind of been the designated contact 
point to watch over him.

WHAT HAPPENED
 	Ok, you're giving me this stare as to how all that relates to that dust-up in Texas down around 
Wichita Falls.  Wichita Falls, two hundred years ago, used to be Whisky Falls -- home to old 
fashioned shadowrunners -- used to call 'em gunslingers, and old fashioned tribals -- used to call 'em 
Indians (if you can believe it).

	There I am in Medford, taking a break from the nastiest run I've ever hit, when I catch a new 
voice on the radio.  One of the lines catches at me:

	I thought I was velvet, but now I am steel,
	I thought there was hope, but there's nothing to feel
	I thought there was love, but its not to be chosen
	And all that is left is the bitterest poison

	--Opening coda from Poisoned Steel's first album.

	The voice has that same clear water feel that V!cki had when we bailed her out of the mess 
she hit into up in Medford.  The visuals on the channel are completely different, but when she 
checked out of town (with most of my spare nuyen), she was headed for a chop shop for a new face 
and eyes.

	Kid used to be light and life, spring time joy distilled into a human body.  This voice is vital, 
but it cuts.  I decide we have to check her out.  Dry just looks at me, like I've been into BTL chips 
or something.  Wire checks out into her deck.  Dew suddenly gets interested in that spirit she just 
allied -- a familiar or something.  Then Stump opens his mouth.

	The dwarf has been so quiet since the Aztechs geeked his family I forgot he knew how to 
talk.  Seems a contact of his is dropping a panzer down the corridor to Denver and then down trail 
from Denver to Galveston port.  He needs some cover to watch over him from Medford to the 
Wichita Falls trading post/military depo/end to the bad lands.  Especially for the bad lands part of 
the run.  Texas runs to the west of Wichita Falls, but it seems that is only because the NAN didn't 
want the land enough to fight for more of it once Amarillo went up in that Tornado and blew away 
to Kansas.

	We've been dodging astral watchers a little, kind of a brotherhood of watchers if you know 
what I mean, and a trip out of our territory across that kind of bad lands where the camps and the 
bombs were, is just the thing to shake them.  Dew can't talk out of it, the run fits exactly what she's 
been saying we need to do, and there is some money it.  So what if there is a Poisoned Steel concert 
in Wichita Falls shortly.

	Its a clean run.  The badlands are washing out, all that's left is mostly claim jumpers feuding 
over each other's crops and wild flowers (Dew tells me that those Elves gathering herbs were going 
to do something useful with them, but I'll believe it when strangletrees quit hugging back).  Ok, it wasn't all peace and quiet and we did run from a greater armadillo sort of thing, but it wasn't fast 
enough to worry anyone.  There is some sort of bounty on them, but even Dry didn't want to try to 
earn it.

	So we get into town and first thing I do is look for the falls.  Turns out there aren't any.  
Course there isn't any smog either.  What with wind, fusion power and that magic focus that drops 
everything on Seattle, the sky is clear and clean out here.  The stars at night look like street lamps.

	And star watching was what I was doing when this fixer leans up against the fence next to 
me and offers me a job clearing up some mess involving Poisoned Steel.  I couldn't resist.

	Technical notes.  In the Seattle Metroplex of three million people, if normal demographics 
are followed, there are probably as follows:
 3,000,000 sentients
  390,000 elves
  570,000 orks
   60,000 trolls
   60,000 dwarves
   30,000 others (shapeshifters, sasquatch, etc.)
  300,000 magical adepts, physical initiates
   30,000 initiate mages and shaman
    7,229 attorneys
    6,000 doctors
   45,000 reported felonies per year
  ?15,000 active felons?
   ?6,000 shadowrunners?
   
	6,000 shadowrunners is enough that there are probably not reliable databases on them all.  
However, in spite of the cyberpunk novels where the heroes are in some intelligence data wasteland, 
where no one really knows who they are, there is a good chance that a number of databases store 
shadowrunner data -- that the shadows are not as dark as one would like.  As a result, the FASA 
shadowrunners wear war paint and disguises, as do many others.  

	Rust, the narrator character above, started Holobritetm, an optical chip company that sells 
"looks."  Things like the man of steel chip (causes the individual to look as if made of plates of 
steel), the flower child chip and others.  Many who value their privacy wear these when on the 
streets.  You could be a beggar or a king and no one the wiser.  Neat stuff for costume balls, sports 
teams, and more.



